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	This book presents an overview of the development of targeted therapies for the treatment of cancer with an emphasis on clinical application. The volume covers the complexity of the rapidly developing area of targeted therapies for the treatment of patients with cancer. It is structured in a way so readers may begin with chapters that most interest them and work through the rest of the chapters in the order of their choice.
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Microsoft Office Word 2007 On DemandQue, 2007
See How To
 

•    Create documents more efficiently using a new results-oriented interface

•    Use formatting, editing, reviewing, and publishing tools to create documents in print and online

...
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Privacy Protection and Computer Forensics, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book deals with security from hostile computer forensics (mostly on
one’s computer, but also on one’s digital camera, fax machine, and related
computer-like electronics), as distinct from network forensics, which in this
context is snooping into users’ online activities. Computer forensics deals
with...
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Expectations and Demands in Online Teaching: Practical ExperiencesIGI Global, 2008
Despite the considerable, growing interest in online education, most studies have focused only on the students perspective. Merely a handful of studies have attempted to address the teachers perspectives and little has been published on the online teaching experience itself.
Expectations and Demands in Online Teaching: Practical...
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Java Web Services Architecture (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Written by industry thought leaders, Java Web Services Architecture is a no-nonsense guide to web services technologies including SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and the JAX APIs. This book is the trusted advisor to systems architects and provides an unbiased look at many of the practical considerations for implementing web services including authorization,...
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Nearest Neighbor Search:: A Database Perspective (Series in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
From the reviews of the first edition:

"This monograph explores the way spatial database management systems aim at supporting queries that involve the space characteristics of the underlying data, and discusses query processing techniques for nearest neighbor queries. It provides both basic concepts and state-of-the-art results in...
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The Warren Buffett Way, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
PRAISE FOR THE WARREN BUFFETT WAY
  FIRST EDITION
"Nobody has described what Buffett practices better than Hagstrom."
  --Time  

"Simply the most important new stock book . . . If you think you know all about Warren Buffett, you have a lot to learn from this book."
  --Forbes  

"It’s...
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